Abstract-The recent decade has brought great progress in technologies for the prediction and detection of increasingly more types of natural disasters. Today, advanced weather radars and decision support systems enable accurate predictions of paths and severities of typhoons, days before their arrivals, and tornados, tens of minutes in advance. Broadband arrays of seismometers and strong seismic motion sensors networked with computers running analysis tools can deliver early warnings of strong earthquakes to people in affected areas a fraction of a second or more before shock waves arrive. Tsunamis, landslide, and debris flow sensors and detection systems are other examples of networks of things that can warn us when such calamities are imminent.
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We have also seen increasingly wider deployments of advanced information and communication technologies (ICT) for the generation and distribution of disaster alerts and warnings. Examples include CAP (Common Alerting Protocol) [1] and other XML-based EDXL (Emergency Data Exchange Language) messaging standards [2] . They can facilitate automatic reports by sensor systems to analysis centers and information exchanges between emergency information systems and services. With the support of modern alert and warning infrastructures such as the ones described in [3] [4] [5] , emergency alert authorities in developed regions can generate accurate warnings of imminent natural disasters, encode alert messages in an open international standard format (e.g., CAP) and broadcast the messages via digital broadcast, cellular networks, cable systems, the Internet and so on to public and commercial emergency alert systems and services. Indeed, US FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) has adopted the CAP standard since late 2010 and has generated and broadcast test messages to facilitate periodic testing of CAPbased emergency alert systems since 2011. CAP has also been adopted in Canada, Australia, Japan and Taiwan, enabling Google Public Alerts [6] to work there recently.
To date, disaster warning messages in machine-readable, CAP format are consumed solely by emergency alert systems and services and then broadcast by them to people in forms suitable for human consumption. Limitation in human reaction time and the lack of location-and situation-specific instructions make the warnings not as effective as they can be. A natural next step in the advancement of disaster preparedness and response technology is ubiquitous, smart things that can process machine-readable warnings from alert authorities and respond by taking action to prepare our home and living environment, and instruct us to better protect ourselves, against the disasters warned by the messages. Examples include embedded devices in a smart building that shut down natural gas intake valves to prevent fire and open the front door to ease evacuation and an application on a home computer that displays on monitors in the home safe places to be in response to a strong earthquake warning sent by the alert authority before the ground movement begins. While a fraction of a second warning time is too short for people to react, it is long enough for such devices and applications to respond. We have been calling devices and applications designed for this purpose intelligent guards against disasters, or iGaDs for short [7] . This talk will first present other examples of iGaDs, together with scenarios that illustrate how they can help to save lives and reduce damages when disasters strike. It then will present a general architectural framework for building diverse iGaDs at low cost and configuring and customizing them to function for different purposes and work in different environments. The talk will then discuss technical challenges. Examples include how to interface iGaDs with local sensors and actuators in smart environments; take advantage of available location devices and services; and access and exploit information on building information models, building management systems, store layouts and so on so that smart devices and applications for disaster preparedness can dependably respond in location-, environment-, situation-and user-specific ways.
